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Stevenson's best-selling works. Stage adaptations began in Boston and London within a year of its
publication and it has gone on to inspire scores of major film and stage performances.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (B1.2) - Robert Louis Stevenson 2013-02-18
MYSTERY & HORROR Through the narratives of Mr Enfield, Mr Utterson, Dr Lanyon and Poole, Jekyll’s
butler, the mystery of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is revealed: Dr Jekyll, an eminent scientist, has discovered a
drug which changes him into the embodiment of his evil impulses. Which side of Jekyll, the good or the evil,
will triumph? Dossiers: London and Crime The ‘Double’ in 19th-century Fiction
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2020
This Norton Critical Edition includes:The first British edition of the novel, published in 1886 by Longmans,
Green, and Co., the only edition set directly from Stevenson's manuscript and for which he read and
corrected proofs.Deborah Lutz's thorough introduction and detailed explanatory footnotes to the
novel.Seven illustrations.A rich and relevant selection of background materials centered on the novel's
composition, reception, and historical and cultural contexts, alongside seven of Stevenson's
letters.Interpretative essays by Elaine Showalter, Jack Halberstam, Martin Danahay, and Stephen Arata.A
chronology and a selected bibliography.About the Series Read by more than 12 million students over fiftyfive years, Norton Critical Editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers.
The three-part format--annotated text, contexts, and criticism--helps students to better understand, analyze,
and appreciate the literature, while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors. Whether
in print or in digital format, Norton Critical Editions provide all the resources students need.
Strange Case of Doctor Jekyll And Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1990-12-15
Tor Classics are affordably-priced editions designed to attract the young reader. Original dynamic cover art
enthusiastically represents the excitement of each story. All editions are complete and unabridged, and
feature Introductions and Afterwords. This edition of Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde includes an
Introduction and Afterword by Charles L. Grant. British lawyer Mr. Utterson had proof. Hyde was a foul,
twisted, shrunken creature who had brutally stomped a little girl and beaten an old man to death--for no
reason. Hyde left a trail of evil across London; the mere sight of him made stranger violent with fear and
disgust... But Hyde was Dr. Jekyll's sole heir. And that made no sense at all. Henry Jekyll was the kindest,
most civil, most respected man in England. What power could a monster like Hyde hold over Jekyll's soul?
Utterson vowed to solve the mystery, and free his friend from Hyde's clutches...until his hunt led to a horror
beyond blackmail, beyond extortion; to a secret so shocking, so sickening, so personal--That the sheer
terror of the truth could drive men mad... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde(Password Readers)(CD포함) - ROBERT LOUIS
STEVENSON 2007-01-01

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1991-01-01
A humane scientist attempts to explore the most loathsome forces of evil behind the doors of his London
laboratory
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Con CD Audio - Robert Louis Stevenson 2010
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and other stories - Robert Louis Stevenson 2017-07-27
Why has the mild mannered Dr Jekyll suddenly begun to associate with the ugly and violent Mr Hyde? And
why are they never seen together? When Jekyll’s old friend Utterson tries to solve these mysteries he
uncovers a horrific story of suffering and brutality that eventually leads to the terrible revelation of Mr
Hyde’s true identity. Accompanied here by three other memorable stories of horror, murder and the
supernatural, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a masterpiece of Victorian Gothic literature by
Robert Louis Stevenson, and one of the most potent and enduring of modern myths. This beautiful edition
of The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde & Other Stories features an afterword by playwright and
screenwriter Peter Harness. Designed to appeal to the booklover, the Macmillan Collector’s Library is a
series of beautifully bound gift editions of much loved classic titles.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (English Edition) - Robert Louis Stevenson 2018-11-24
"Mr. Utterson the lawyer was a man of a rugged countenance that was never lighted by a smile; cold,
scanty and embarrassed in discourse; backward in sentiment; lean, long, dusty, dreary and yet somehow
lovable. At friendly meetings, and when the wine was to his taste, something eminently human beaconed
from his eye; something indeed which never found its way into his talk, but which spoke not only in these
silent symbols of the after-dinner face, but more often and loudly in the acts of his life. He was austere with
himself; drank gin when he was alone, to mortify a taste for vintages; and though he enjoyed the theatre,
had not crossed the doors of one for twenty years. But he had an approved tolerance for others; sometimes
wondering, almost with envy, at the high pressure of spirits involved in their misdeeds; and in any
extremity inclined to help rather than to reprove." "The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" is a gothic
novel and crime story by Robert Louis Stevenson. It was first published in 1886. "Jekyll and Hyde" marked a
great success for Stevenson.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and MR Hyde (Collins Classics) - Robert Louis Stevenson 2019-06-11
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a novella written the Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson and
first published in 1886. It is about a London lawyer who investigates strange occurrences between his old
friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, and the misanthropic Edward Hyde. The work is known for its vivid portrayal of a
split personality, split in the sense that within the same person there is both an apparently good and an evil
personality each being quite distinct from each other; in mainstream culture the very phrase "Jekyll and
Hyde" has come to mean a person who is vastly different in moral character from one situation to the next.
This is different from multiple personality disorder where the different personalities do not necessarily
differ in any moral sense. Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde was an immediate success and one of

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2014-07-01
In this graphic retelling, scientist Dr. Henry Jekyll develops a potion to separate his good and dark natures-but soon his evil mind takes over and becomes the murderous fiend, Mr. Hyde.
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two personalities within Dr. Jekyll, one apparently good and the other evil. The book's impact is such that it
has become a part of the English language, with the very phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" coming to mean a
person who is vastly different in moral character from one situation to the next. This cloth-bound book
includes a Victorian inspired dust-jacket, and is limited to 100 copies.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1922

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2016-06-20
HarperCollins is proud to present its range of best-loved, essential classics. 'I thus drew steadily nearer to
that truth, by whose partial discovery I have been doomed to such a dreadful shipwreck: that man is not
truly one, but truly two.' A London lawyer is drawn into a series of strange occurrences concerning his old
friend Henry Jekyll and the despicable stranger Edward Hyde, a man who seems to epitomise the very
meaning of evil. What is Hyde's mysterious hold over Jekyll, and what is the reason behind Jekyll's
increasingly odd behaviour? The investigations will lead into the dark heart of Victorian London, and of
human nature itself, as the shocking truth about Hyde's true identity is finally revealed. Published in 1886
to critical acclaim, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a thrilling exploration of the interplay of
good and evil and the terrifying duality that lies within us all. These themes held a constant fascination for
Stevenson and are further explored in his short stories Markheim and The Body Snatcher, also included in
this book.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll And Mr Hyde & the Suicide Club - Robert Louis Stevenson 2015-12-03
Dr Jekyll faces awful consequences when he lets his dark side run wild with a potion that changes him into
the disgustingly evil Mr Hyde.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories - Robert Louis Stevenson 2004-06
Dr. Jekyll invents a drug that changes him into Mr. Hyde, a foul-tempered, uncouth degenerate. His evil
nature, however, becomes the stronger part of him and, to his horror, he no longer needs the formula to
transform his appearance.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Con CD Audio - Robert L. Stevenson 2015

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2022-09-07
Reproduction of the original.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and Weir of Hermiston - Robert Louis Stevenson 1998
This edition of "The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde / Weir of Hermiston" includes Stevenson's essay
"The Importance of Dreams". Both these stories deal in different ways with a topic which fascinated
Stevenson: the duality of human nature.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2011-02-15
Bold visionary, Henry Jekyll, believes he can use his scientific knowledge to divide a person into two beings-one of pure good and one of pure evil. Working tirelessly in his secret laboratory, concocting a potion that
would tear at the core of what makes a man human, he eventually succeeds--but only halfway. Instead of
separating the good and evil halves, Jekyll isolates only the latter. What seems at first a relief to the doctor
becomes a nightmare as he loses control of the transformation. His friends feel Jekyll will waste away and
fear the worst. Can Jekyll undo what he has done? Or will it change things forever?
The the Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2020-10
In a quest to discover his inner self, celebrated physician Dr Henry Jekyll, uncovers a monster. At first he
attempts to conceal this but gradually Hyde becomes stronger and stronger, dominating Jekyll and
ultimately destroying them both. First published to immediate acclaim in 1886, this mesmerising thriller is
a terrifying study of the lightness and darkness living inside every human soul.
The Complete Stories of Robert Louis Stevenson - Robert Louis Stevenson 2011-07-13
The complexity and range of Robert Louis Stevenson’s short fiction reveals his genius perhaps more than
any other medium. Here, leading Stevenson scholar Barry Menikoff arranges and introduces the complete
selection of Stevenson’s brilliant stories, including the famed masterpiece Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, as well as “The Beach of Falesá” and Stevenson’s previously uncollected stories. Arthur Conan
Doyle has written that “[Stevenson’s] short stories are certain to retain their position in English literature.
His serious rivals are few indeed.” This Modern Library Paperback Classics edition includes explanatory
notes, a Scots’ Glossary, and a unique appendix dedicated to Stevenson’s influence on the Oxford English
Dictionary.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde : Om Illustrated Classics - Charles Dickens
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a fascinating storyabout the battle of good versus evil. It also
explores the limitsof scientific research and the dark side of man. The story is toldthrough the eyes of a
respectable lawyer called Mr Utterson whois worried for his friend, Dr Henry Jekyll because of his
closeassociation with a violent man—Mr Hyde. Despite Mr Utterson’sattempts to speak to his friend, Dr
Jekyll completely avoids thesubject. Matters get even more worrisome and complicated whenthe Will of
Jekyll is discovered; it clearly states that if he disappearsor dies his fortune will be left to Hyde. Hyde is
then seen going intoDr Jekyll’s home several times on different nights. How are the twomen connected? Dr
Jekyll is a kind and responsible man but it seemsthat he is protecting Hyde–why?Read the brilliantly
illustrated classic to discover the terrible secretthat connects them!
Classics Reimagined, The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2019-07-23
Retold with stunning modern illustration and design from award-winning illustrator Tina Berning, enjoy
Robert Louis Stevenson's gripping exploration of the duality of human nature in The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The haunting, colorful interpretation of this classic gothic tale follows London lawyer
Gabriel John Utterson as he investigates strange occurrences between his old friend, Dr. Henry Jekyll, and
the evil Edward Hyde. “All human beings, as we meet them, are commingled out of good and evil: and
Edward Hyde, alone, in the ranks of mankind, was pure evil.” –Robert Louis Stevenson, The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde The Classics Reimagined series is a library of stunning collector's editions of

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1903
In Robert Louis Stevenson's influential novel of mad science and criminal inquiry, attorney Gabriel John
Utterson comes to the aid of Dr. Henry Jekyll, an old friend, only to find himself dragged from a world of
genial hospitality into London's foreboding night, which is shrouded in shadows and fog—and stalked by the
deranged Edward Hyde. Utterson's quest for truth is not only a detective story laden with twists, but an
intense meditation on man's inherently dualistic nature, written in a style that often combines disturbing
violence with restrained language typical of the Victorian era.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2019-01-14
Exam board: AQA, Edexcel, OCR, Eduqas; SQALevel & Subject: GCSE English Literature; Nationals and
HighersFirst teaching: September 2015First examination: June 2017 This edition of The Strange Case of Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde is perfect for GCSE-level students: it comes complete with the novel, plus an
introduction providing context, and a glossary explaining key terms. 'He put the glass to his lips, and drank
at one gulp. A cry followed; he reeled, staggered, clutched at the table and held on, staring with injected
eyes, gasping with open mouth; and as I looked there came, I thought, a change...' A series of brutal
incidents - a murder, the trampling of a child - leads lawyer Mr Utterson to try to find out more about the
repulsive perpetrator Mr Hyde. More importantly, he begins to question how Hyde is connected to
Utterson's old friend, the respectable Dr Jekyll. Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novel, with its concern with
doubles and the 'dual nature of man', takes the reader into the darker regions of late Victorian London, as
Utterson begins to unravel the mystery and confront the horror of Hyde's true identity.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1896
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories - Robert Louis Stevenson 2004
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (100 Copy Limited Edition) - Robert Louis Stevenson 2019-10
Dr. Jekyll believes that evil burdens every soul, so he creates a drug to rid himself of evil. But little does he
know, each time he takes to drug, the evil within him starts to grow more powerful. A London lawyer
named Gabriel John Utterson investigates the strange occurrences between his old friend, Dr. Henry Jekyll,
and the evil Edward Hyde. The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is commonly associated with the
rare mental condition often called "split personality", referred to in psychiatry as dissociative identity
disorder, where within the same body there exists more than one distinct personality. In this case, there are
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unabridged classic novels illustrated by contemporary artists from around the world. Each artist offers his
or her own unique, visual interpretation of the most well-loved, widely read, and avidly collected literature
from renowned authors. From Frankenstein to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and from Jane Austen to Edgar
Allan Poe, art lovers and book collectors alike will not be able to resist owning the whole collection.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Stevenson 2016-01-07
Robert Louis Stevenson's classic novella paints a dark and complex tale about the duality of man's nature.
The story explores this contrast of human character through the strange case of Dr. Jekyll. A kind scientist
by day, Jekyll discovers a way to transform into the form of Mr. Hyde by night. With a personality who
carries all the hidden evil traits Jekyll disdains, Mr. Hyde becomes more difficult to control just as he
perpetrates darker and more vicious deeds.Anticipating modern psychology, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a
brilliant original study of man's dual nature-as well as an immortal tale of suspense and terror. The book
was an immediate success and remains one of Stevenson's best-selling works.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 1992-04-28
The doppelganger, the ghostly double infecting the soul, was a popular fictional subject for late nineteenthcentury writers, and it found its most brilliant realization in Robert Louis Stevenon's story of Dr Jekyll,
whose reckless genius allows him to bring his own appalling double to life. The finest horror story in our
language, Dr Jekyll And Mr Hyde is also a metaphysical fairy-tale of stunning perspicacity. Also included in
this collection are Markheim, A Lodging for the Night, Thrawn Janet, The Body-Snatcher and The
Misadventures of John Nicholson.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and Other Tales of Terror - Robert Louis Stevenson 2006-01-26
Everyone has a dark side. Dr Jekyll has discovered the ultimate drug. A chemical that can turn him into
something else. Suddenly, he can unleash his deepest cruelties in the guise of the sinister Hyde.
Transforming himself at will, he roams the streets of fog-bound London as his monstrous alter-ego. It seems
he is master of his fate. It seems he is in complete control. But soon he will discover that his double life
comes at a hideous price...
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson - Robert Louis Stevenson
2020-01-06
"It is such a riveting thriller, that it is impossible to stop reading it, even though it is a bit spooky!" Strange
Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a gothic novella by Scottish author Robert Louis Stevenson, first published
in 1886. The work is also known as The Strange Case of Jekyll Hyde, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, or simply Jekyll
& Hyde. It is about a London legal practitioner named Gabriel John Utterson who investigates strange
occurrences between his old friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, and the evil Edward Hyde. The novella's impact is such
that it has become a part of the language, with the phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" entering the vernacular to
refer to people with an unpredictably dual nature: usually very good, but sometimes shockingly evil. A True
Classic that Belongs on Every Bookshelf!
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Alan Grant 2008
Following their acclaimed graphic novel version of 'Kidnapped', Alan Grant and Cam Kennedy turn their
attention to another Stevenson story. John Utterson notices that his friend, Dr Henry Jekyll, has been acting
very strangely. As he investigates, Utterson uncovers a terrifying and horrific story.
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and Other Tales - Robert Louis Stevenson 2008-05-08
This dark psychological fantasy is more than a moral tale. It is also a product of its time, drawing on
contemporary theories of class, evolution and criminality and the secret lives behind Victorian propriety, to
create a unique form of urban Gothic.
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde with the Merry Men and Other Stories - Robert Louis Stevenson 1993
First published to critical acclaim in 1886, this mesmerising thriller is a terrifying study of the duality of

man's nature. This volume also includes a collection of Stevenson's short stories
The Strange Case Of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde - R.L. Stevenson 2002-01-01
This is an unusual story of a very respected medical practioner, Dr. Henry Jekyll who nurtured a belief that
every person has two distinct personalities. He undertakes an experiment to split one person into two
different personalities. What is this split personality? Come let s read this thrilling story in The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (Illustrated) - Robert Louis Stevenson 2014-03-13
The work is commonly associated with the rare mental condition often spuriously called "split personality",
referred to in psychiatry as dissociative identity disorder, where within the same body there exists more
than one distinct personality.[4] In this case, there are two personalities within Dr Jekyll, one apparently
good and the other evil; completely opposite levels of morality. The novella's impact is such that it has
become a part of the language, with the very phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" coming to mean a person who is
vastly different in moral character from one situation to the next
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson 2022-10-18
The definitive edition of Robert Louis Stevenson’s immortal tale of depraved murder and unrelenting
horror, introduced by Joe Hill, annotated by Edgar-winner Leslie S. Klinger, & illustrated with over 100
color images There’s no question that The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is one of the most
influential texts of all time. The now-iconic tale, which has confounded and thrilled readers for more than a
century, was described by one scholar as the only detective-crime story in which the solution is more
terrifying than the problem. And even as its plot gets continually reinterpreted and reimagined in literature,
film, and theater, the main themes persist, as do the titular characters, now so familiar as to have become a
part of the English language. This new edition gives the classic tale of depraved murder and unrelenting
horror its most complete and illuminating presentation yet. Heavily illustrated with over a hundred and fifty
full color images from the history of this cultural touchstone—including reproductions of rare books, film
stills, theatrical posters, and the true-life people associated with the adventure—and extensively annotated
by Edgar Award winning editor and noted Victorian literature expert Leslie S. Klinger, this thorough and
authoritative approach is both an invaluable resource for scholars and a sumptuous treat for fans of the
text. Introduced by a compelling and erudite essay from bestselling novelist and short story writer Joe Hill,
this complete illustrated and annotated edition of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is the
ultimate tribute to an enduring classic, combining revelatory and surprising information and in-depth
historical context with beautiful illustrations and photographs. It is sure to please anyone interested in the
Victorian era, mystery fiction, and horror tales.
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - Third Edition - Robert Louis Stevenson 2015-04-14
First published in 1886 as a “shilling shocker,” Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde takes the basic struggle between
good and evil and adds to the mix bourgeois respectability, urban violence, and class conflict. The result is
a tale that has taken on the force of myth in the popular imagination. This Broadview edition provides a
fascinating selection of contextual material, including contemporary reviews of the novel, Stevenson’s essay
“A Chapter on Dreams,” and excerpts from the 1887 stage version of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Also included
are historical documents on criminality and degeneracy, the “Jack the Ripper” murders, the “double brain,”
and London in the 1880s. New to this third edition are an appendix on the figure of the Victorian gentleman
and an expanded selection of letters related to the novel; the introduction and bibliography have also been
updated to reflect recent criticism.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Kathleen Olmstead 2006
An abridged version of the tale of a kind and well-respected doctor who can turn himself into a murderous
madman by taking a secret drug he has created.
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